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Abstract
The FOSS CFD-SPH code SPHERA v.9.0.0 (RSE SpA) is improved to deal with “fluid–solid body” interactions under no-slip
conditions and laminar regimes for the simulation of hydrodynamic lubrication. The code is herein validated in relation to a
uniform slider bearing (i.e. for a constant lubricant film depth) and a linear slider bearing (i.e. for a film depth with a linear
profile variation along the main flow direction). Validations refer to comparisons with analytical solutions, herein generalized
to consider any Dirichlet boundary condition. Further, this study allows a first code validation of the “fluid–fixed frontier”
interactions under no-slip conditions. With respect to the most state-of-the-art models (2D codes based on Reynolds’ equation
for fluid films), the following distinctive features are highlighted: (1) 3D formulation on all the terms of the Navier–Stokes
equations for incompressible fluids with uniform viscosity; (2) validations on both local and global quantities (pressure and
velocity profiles; load-bearing capacity); (3) possibility to simulate any 3D topology. This study also shows the advantages of
using a CFD-SPH code in simulating the inertia and 3D effects close to the slider edges, and it opens new research directions
overcoming the limitations of the codes for hydrodynamic lubrication based on the Reynolds’ equation for fluid films. This
study finally allows SPHERA to deal with hydrodynamic lubrication and improves the code for other relevant application
fields involving fluid–structure interactions (e.g. transport of solid bodies by floods and earth landslides; rock landslides).
SPHERA is developed and distributed on a GitHub public repository.
Keywords SPH · FOSS ·Bearings · SPHERA ·Hydrodynamic lubrication · Fluid–structure interactions ·Boundary treatment
methods · Linear sliders · No-slip conditions
1 Introduction
In tribology, the science and technology of interacting solid
surfaces under relative motion, three lubrication regimes
are defined: the full-film lubrication regime (i.e. the solid
surfaces are completely separated by the fluid), the bound-
ary lubrication regime (i.e. the solid surfaces are in direct
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tives) and the mixed lubrication regime (i.e. an intermediate
regime). In particular, under the full-film lubrication regime,
hydrodynamic lubrication is a simplification of the elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication, in case elasticity effects are
negligible. Slider bearings and roller bearings are typical
examples of applications related to hydrodynamic lubrication
and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication, respectively. Bearings
are largely employed in several domains: electric machines,
turbomachinery, internal combustion engines, electric vehi-
cles, hydraulic systems, medicine, automation, etc. Hereafter
follows a brief introduction to numerical modelling of bear-
ings for hydrodynamic lubrication.
Williams and Symmons [1] developed a 1D CFD (com-
putational fluid dynamics)–FD (finite difference) model to
numerically reproduce the pressure longitudinal profiles
within the thin fluid film of a linear slider (or linear sliding
bearing). Dobrica and Fillon [2] developed a 2D CFD-FVM
(finite volume method) code, alternatively using Navier–S-
tokes equations and Reynolds’ equation for fluid films, and
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validated it in relation to the Rayleigh step bearings. They
also highlighted the importance of modelling the advec-
tive/inertia terms, neglected by Reynolds’ equation for fluid
films. Similarly, Vakilian et al. [3] found that the assump-
tion of no advection/inertia terms is responsible for upstream
under-estimations (around the leading edge) and downstream
over-predictions (around the trailing edge) in the pressure
field for step bearings.
Almqvist et al. [4] provided inter-comparisons between
a FD (finite difference) model based on Reynolds’ equation
for fluid films and a commercial CFD-FVM code based on
Navier–Stokes equations. In a series of follow-up articles,
Almqvist et al. [5, 6] reported analytical solutions on pres-
sure longitudinal profiles, velocity vertical profiles, friction
force and load-bearing capacity (the frictional coefficient is
the ratio between these two forces) for both a linear slider and
the Rayleigh step slider, with null Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions for pressure. They also derived the optimum geometric
configuration for a linear slider to maximize the load-bearing
capacity (k  1.189, where k is the distance increase in the
surface gap per unit length). Further, they analysed the effects
of surface roughness by means of a homogenization tech-
nique.
Rahmani et al. [7] presented an analytical approach based
on Reynolds’ equation for asymmetric partially textured
slider bearings with surface discontinuities, to optimize
the choice of the textures parameters with respect to the
load-bearing capacity and the friction force. Papadopoulos
et al. [8] use a 2D CFD-FVM code to optimize micro-
thrust bearings with surface texturing by means of numerical
inter-comparisons. Fouflias et al. [9] used a commercial
CFD-FVM code to simulate bearings with pockets/dimples
and surface texturing, providing model inter-comparisons on
steady loads for different designs.
Regarding modelling of complex surface topologies,
Paggi and He [10] investigated the effect of roughness on
the evolution of the channel network influencing the fluid
flow in the mixed lubrication regime.
Gropper et al. [11] proposed a detailed review on hydro-
dynamic lubrication of textured surfaces, included (multi-
scale) roughness effects and cavitation. Hajishaflee et al.
[12] adopted a 2D CFD-FVM model to reproduce elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication problems for rolling element bear-
ings, including cavitation effects. Snyder and Braun [13]
provided analytical solutions and 2D CFD–FVM (finite vol-
ume method) results to quantify the squeezing effects on a
sliding bearing load in terms of dynamic coefficients (dimen-
sionless stiffness and damping). They also used a PRE
(perturbed Reynolds equation)–FD model, which is based
on the representation of perturbed quantities (film thickness
and pressure) within Reynolds’ equation, and provided three
separated differential equations for static pressure, dynamic
pressure associatedwith stiffness and dynamic pressure asso-
ciated with damping.
With respect to the state of the art on CFD modelling for
bearings, mostly based on 2D codes or Reynolds’ simplified
equation, the present study adopts a 3DCFDdiscretization of
all the terms of the Navier–Stokes equations for incompress-
ible fluids with uniform viscosity. It also provides validations
on local quantities (pressure and velocity profiles), and it is
able to take into account any 3D surface in input. In particular,
the present study improves, validates and applies the FOSS
(Free/Libre and open-source software) CFD-SPH (smoothed
particle hydrodynamics) code SPHERA [14] to “fluid—
solid body” interactions under no-slip conditions, simulating
uniform and linear sliders. Validations are provided by com-
parisons with analytical solutions, here generalized to deal
with non-null Dirichlet boundary conditions for pressure.
Validations refer to pressure longitudinal profiles, veloc-
ity vertical profiles and load-bearing capacity. Furthermore,
a demonstrative test case is simulated to represent a lin-
ear slider moving over a complex 3D surface, to show its
applicability to any 3D surface input data. Beyond the new
numerical developments, other code features are herein first
validated, in particular the “fluid–fixed frontier” interactions
under no-slip conditions. This study represents one of the
first applications of the SPH method to bearings. The basic
features of this numerical method are briefly recalled here-
after.
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is a mesh-less
CFD method, whose computational nodes are represented
by numerical fluid particles. In the continuum, the functions
and derivatives in the fluid dynamics balance equations are
approximated by convolution integrals, which are weighted
by interpolating (or smoothing functions), called kernel func-
tions.
The integral SPHapproximation (〈〉I ) of a generic function
(f ) is defined as:




where W (m−3) is an analytical interpolating or smoothing
function called kernel [15], x0 (m) the position of a generic
computational point and Vh (m3) the integration volume,
which is called kernel support. This is represented by a sphere
of radius 2hSPH (m), possibly truncated by the frontiers of the
fluid domain by solid boundaries.
Any first derivative of a generic function, calculated along
i-axis, can be computed as in (1), after replacing f with the




















The integration also involves the external surface Ah (m2)
of the kernel support. The associated surface integral is
nonzero in case of a truncated kernel support as the kernel
function W is null on the edge of Vh. The representation of
this surface term noticeably differentiates SPH codes among
each other [16–20].
Far from the solid boundaries of the fluid domain, a
















where a summation on the SPH particle volumes ω (m3)
replaces the volume integral. The subscripts “0” and “b”
refer to the computational particle and its “neighbouring
particles” (fluid particles within the kernel support of the
computational particle, i.e. the current SPH particle under
assessment), respectively.
Usually, the approximation (3) is replaced by more com-
plicated and accurate formulas. Further, the SPHmethod can
also approximate a generic nth derivative, analogously to (3).
Among various numerical methods, smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) has several advantages: a direct esti-
mation of free surface and phase/fluid interfaces; effective
simulations of multiple moving bodies and particulate matter
within fluid flows; direct estimation of Lagrangian deriva-
tives (absence of nonlinear advective terms in the balance
equations); effective numerical simulations of fast transient
phenomena; no meshing; simple non-iterative algorithms (in
case the “weakly compressible” approach is adopted). On
the other hand, SPH models are affected by the following
drawbacks, if comparedwithmesh-basedCFD tools: compu-
tational costs are slightly higher due to a larger stencil (around
each computational particle), which causes a high number of
interacting elements (neighbouring particles) at a fixed time
step (nonetheless SPH codes are more suitable to paralleliza-
tion); local refining of spatial resolution represents a current
issue and is only addressed by few, advanced and complex
SPH algorithms; accuracy is relatively low for classical CFD
applications where mesh-based methods are well established
(e.g. confined mono-phase flows). Detailed reviews on SPH
assets and drawbacks are reported in [21–24]. Nevertheless,
SPHmodels are effective in several, but peculiar, application
fields. Some of them are here briefly recalled: flood propa-
gation (e.g. [25, 26]); sloshing tanks (e.g. [20]); gravitational
surface waves (e.g. [27]); hydraulic turbines (e.g. [28]); liq-
uid jets (e.g. [28]); astrophysics andmagneto-hydrodynamics
(e.g. [29]; body dynamics in free surface flows (e.g. [30]);
multi-phase and multi-fluid flows; sediment removal from
water reservoirs (e.g. [31]); landslides (e.g. [32, 33]); fluid–e-
lastic structure interactions (e.g. [34, 35]). A first study on
hydrodynamic lubrication has been recently published repro-
ducing the oil dynamics in a gearbox ([36]).
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reports the
state-of-the-artmathematicalmodels and analytical solutions
relevant for this study. Section 3 derives a generalization
of the analytical solutions for the linear slider to take into
account non-null Dirichlet boundary conditions for pressure.
Section 4 reports those basic features of the reference CFD-
SPH code relevant for this study, whereas Sect. 5 introduces
the new numerical developments of the code. Validations
refer to a uniform slider (Sect. 6) and a linear slider (Sect. 7).
A demonstrative test case for a linear slider with a 3D
complex surface is briefly outlined in Sect. 8. The overall
conclusions are synthesized in Sect. 9.
2 Benchmark analytical solutions
Oneconsiders a linearizationofNavier–Stokes’ equations for
incompressible Newtonian fluids, with a fluid film flowing
















where p is the pressure, u is the velocity vector, μ is the
dynamic viscosity, δij is the Kronecker’s delta and x rep-
resents a generic position. Advective and gravity terms are
herein neglected, and the viscous shear stress terms only
affect the horizontal projection of momentum. Combining
the above expressions, defining the fluid depth h(x,y,t) and
assuming the following hypotheses (h0 represents the mini-
mum value of h and L the upper plate length):
ε ≡ h0
L
<< 1; p ∝ ε−2, ε → 0 (5)































, 0 ≤ x ≤ L
where the subscripts “s1” and “s2” denote the upper and
lower plate, respectively. The last formula represents a 2D
time-dependent equation to describe the dynamics of fluid
films between two solid plates.
In case of stationary regime and uniformity along the y-














, 0 ≤ x ≤ L (7)
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 (us1 + us2)∂h
∂x
, 0 ≤ x ≤ L
(8)
Under these assumptions, the analytical solution of any
velocity profile for generic plate geometries assumes the fol-
lowing form:




+ (us1 − us2) z
h
+ us2 (9)
where the velocity is proportional to the pressure derivative
along x-axis and the mass flow rate is uniform [6]. The ana-
lytical solutions in [6] for both the uniform slider and the
linear slider are reported in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.
2.1 Uniform slider
The uniform slider is featured by a uniform value for the
fluid depth h. This geometrical configuration implies a 1D
Laplace equation for pressure, which assumes a linear hori-
zontal profile:
h  B ⇒ ∂
2 p
∂x2
 0 ⇒ p(x)  p0 + (pL − p0) (x − x0)
(xL − x0)
(10)
where the subscripts “L” and “0” denote the plate edges.
ConsideringEq. (9), the analytical solution for the velocity
profiles within a uniform slider is:




+ (us1 − us2) z
h
+ us2 (11)
The load-bearing capacity lc represents the hydrodynamic
thrust exerted on the plate. On the uniform slider, the ana-
lytical solution for the load-bearing capacity (per unit width)
reads:
lc  p0 + pL
2
L (12)
The following non-dimensional quantities are defined for








with Cp denoting the pressure coefficient.






For a uniform slider, the analytical solution for LC is equal
to the average of the pressure coefficient values provided as
boundary conditions:




Within a linear slider, the depth rate of change of the lubricant
along the x-axis is constant:
h(x) ≡ h0
(




Almqvist [6] assumed null pressure at the edges of the linear
slider and provided analytical solutions for the longitudinal
profile of pressure (which is uniform along the vertical direc-
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3 Generalized analytical solutions
for a linear slider
Assumingavanishingpressure at the edges of a linear slider is
a theoretical simplification, which does not take into account
the over-pressure and the under-pressure zones determined
by the interaction between the fluid flow and the solid plate
at its leading and trailing edges, respectively. The analyti-
cal solutions of Almqvist et al. [6] are herein generalized to
impose non-null Dirichlet’s boundary conditions for pressure
at the edges of a linear slider, to cope with more general and
practical configurations.
The velocity scale U is the x-component of the vector
summation of the velocities of the solid plates:
Us ≡ us,1 + us,2 (18)
The analytical solution for the longitudinal profile of pressure
within the linear slider under non-generic Dirichlet boundary
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It is remarkable to note that thefirst termof the right-hand side
(RHS) of Eq. (19) represents the solution in the theoretical
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Fig. 1 Linear slider. Left panel: basic configuration associated with the analytical solutions. Centre panel: intermediate configuration (“*”). Right
panel: configuration associated with the code validation (“**”)
case of null pressure at the edges of the linear slider, Eq. (17).
This is directly proportional to the viscosity, the velocity
scale, the slider length, and it is inversely proportional to the
square of the minimum fluid depth. The expression within
brackets only depends upon the geometric parameter k and
the normalized distance from a slider edge, x/L. The second
term on the RHS of Eq. (19) is directly proportional to the
difference between the edge pressure values and depends on k
and x/L. The third term on the RHS of Eq. (19) is represented
by the pressure value at the slider edge, the most distant one
from the origin of the reference system.
Under normal conditions (pressure at the leading edge “0”
is higher than pressure at the trailing edge “L”), the second
and third terms of the RHS of Eq. (19) raise pressure levels.
The second term also shifts the pressure peak towards the
body edge with higher pressure.


























The analytical solution for the 2D velocity field assumes the
following expression:







3Us − (1 + k)
2
(2 + k)
(p0 − pL) h30
Lμh
}
z (z − h)
h2




The configuration of the linear slider used to validate the
code SPHERA (Sect. 6.1) is featured by h dependent both
on x and t (Fig. 1, right panel). This configuration needs
to be related to the configuration associated with the above
analytical solution (Fig. 1, left panel), by comparing to an
intermediate configuration (Fig. 1, centre panel) and con-
sidering the variable changes for the horizontal components
of position, velocity and pressure gradient, and for the fluid
depth:
x∗  x − u∗s,1t ; x∗∗ + u∗∗s,1t  L − x∗ + u∗s,1t




)  u (x) − us,2; u∗∗ (x∗∗ + u∗∗s,1t)





































4 Description of the SPH computational
framework
The reference code SPHERA used in this study [14] has been
applied to floods, fast landslides and wave motion, sediment
removal from water reservoirs, sloshing tanks. SPHERA is
featured by: a scheme for dense granular flows [37]; a scheme
for the transport of solid bodies in free surface flows [30];
a scheme for a boundary treatment (“DB-SPH”) based on
discrete surface and volume elements and on a 1D linearized
partial Riemann solver coupled with a MUSCL (Monotonic
Upstream-Centred Scheme for Conservation Laws) spatial
reconstruction scheme [20]; a scheme for a 2D erosion crite-
rion [31]; a scheme for a boundary treatment (“semi-analytic
approach or SA-SPH” for simplicity of notation) based on
volume integrals, numerically computed outside of the fluid
domain [38].
This section only reports the basic features of the code
relevant for this study: the balance equations for fluid
(Sect. 4.1) and body (Sect. 4.2) dynamics, the semi-analytic
approach for treating fixed boundaries (Sect. 4.1) and the
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two-way interaction terms related to the fluid–body interac-
tions (Sect. 4.3).
4.1 SPH approximation of the balance equations
for fluid dynamics and the boundary treatment
scheme called“semi-analytic approach”
The numerical scheme for the main flow is a weakly com-
pressible (WC) SPH model, which takes benefit from a
boundary treatment for fixed boundaries based on the semi-
analytic approach of Vila [39], as developed by Di Monaco
et al. [38].
One considers Navier–Stokes’ momentum and continuity







− δi3g + ν ∂
2ui
∂x2j
, i  1, 2, 3
dρ
dt
 −ρ∇ · u (23)
One needs to compute Eq. (23) at each fluid particle posi-
tion by using the SPH formalism and taking into account the
boundary terms (fluid–frontier and fluid–body interactions),
as described in the following.
One considers the discretization of Eq. (23), as provided
by the SPH approximation of the first derivative of a generic





















The inner fluid domain here involved is filled with numer-
ical particles. At boundaries, the kernel support is (formally)
not truncated because it can partially lie outside the fluid
domain. In other words, the summation in Eq. (24) is per-
formed over all the fluid particles “b” (neighbouring particles
with volume ω) in the kernel support of the computational
fluid particle (“0”). At the same time, the volume integral in
Eq. (24) represents the boundary term, which is a convolu-
tion integral on the truncated portion of the kernel support.
In this fictitious and outer volume Vh′ (m3), one needs to
define the generic function f (pressure, velocity or density
alternatively).
The continuity equation for a Weakly Compressible SPH
model using the semi-analytic approach for the boundary

























) · n] n j ∂W
∂x j
dx3 + Csb
where Csb (kg×m−3 × s−1) represents a “fluid–body” cou-
pling term (Amicarelli et al. [30]), as expressed in Sect. 5.2.
It is the contribution of the truncated kernel supports in the
solid body to the fluid continuity equation.
On the other hand, the approximation of the momentum





















































































where as (m× s−2) is a the acceleration term due to the
fluid–body interactions, νM (m2 × s−1) the artificial viscos-
ity [15], m (kg) the particle mass and r (m) the relative
distance between the neighbouring and the computational
particles. The pressure gradient in the momentum equation
is conservative as themomentum received/given by a generic
computational particle “0” from/to one of its neighbours
“b” equals the momentum given/received by the particle “b”
to/from the particle “0”. Thus, this SPH conservative approx-
imation of the pressure gradient is commonly preferred to the
Taylor series consistent pressure gradient models, even if the
latter possess higher reproducibility and energy conservation
properties (e.g. Zheng et al. [40]; Khayyer et al. [41]).
A barotropic equation of state (EOS) is linearized as fol-
lows:
p ∼ c2ref(ρ − ρref) (27)
The artificial sound speed c (m/s, “ref” stands for a refer-
ence state) is usually 10 times higher than the maximum
fluid velocity (WCapproach) to obtain a density relative error
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within 1%.However,Monaghan [15] demonstrated this state-
ment by assuming that the maximum pressure coefficient is
2. Each test case of this study considers an external force
continuously applied to the fluid so that the maximum value
of Cp is noticeably higher than 2. A generalization for the
definition of the sound speed value is here obtained assuming
that c is 5Cp,max times higher than the maximum fluid veloc-
ity. This condition is verified for the results of Sects. 6–8.
The reader is referred to Amicarelli et al. [30] and in Di
Monaco et al. [38] for more details.
4.2 SPH balance equations for rigid body transport
Body dynamics is ruled by Euler–Newton equations, whose
discretization takes advantage from the SPH formalism and
























Here the subscript “B” refers to a generic computational body
and “CM” to its centre of mass.
The first two formulae of Eq. (28) represent the bal-
ance equations for the momentum and the time law for
the position of the body barycentre. FTOT (kg×m×s−2)
is the global/resultant force exerted on the solid. The last
two formulae of Eq. (28) express the balance equation of
the angular momentum—χB (rad× s−1) denotes the angu-
lar velocity of the generic body—and the time evolution of
the solid orientation—α (rad) is the vector of Euler angles
lying between the body axes and the global reference sys-
tem axes. MTOT (kg×m2 × s−2) represents the associated
torque acting on the body and IC(kg×m2) is the matrix of
themoments of inertia of the computational body. In this sub-
section, r implicitly represents the relative distance from the
body centre of mass.
In order to solve the system (28), we need to model the
global force and torque, as described in the following.
The resultant force is composed of several terms:
FTOT  G + PF + T F + PS + T S, T F + T S ∼ 0 (29)
whereG (kg×m×s−2) represents the gravity force, whereas
PF (kg×m×s−2) and TF (kg×m×s−2) are the vector sums
of the pressure and shear forces provided by the fluid. Analo-
gously,PS (kg×m×s−2) andTS (kg×m×s−2) are the vector
sums of the normal and the shear forces provided by other
bodies or boundaries (solid–solid interactions). In case of
inertial and quasi-inertial fluid flows, turbulence schemes and
tangential stresses are not mandatory (simplifying hypothe-
sis).






The computational body is numerically represented by solid
volume elements, here called (solid) “body particles” (“s”).
Some of them describe the body surface and are referred to as
“surface body particles”. These particular elements are also
characterized by an area and a vector n of norm 1, are per-
pendicular to the body face of the particle (it belongs to) and
pointing outward the fluid domain (inward the solid body).
The pressure of a body particle is computed as described in
Sect. 4.3.
The torque in (28) is discretized as the summation of each
vector product between the relative position rs, of a surface
body particle with respect to the body centre of mass, and




r s × F s (31)
Time integration of (28) is performed using a leapfrog
scheme synchronized with the fluid dynamics balance equa-
tions. This means that the body particle pressure is computed
simultaneously to the fluid pressure, so that this parameter is
staggered of around dt/2 with respect to all the other body
particle parameters.
After time integration, the model provides the velocity
of a body particle as the vector sum of the velocity of the
corresponding body barycentre and the relative velocity:
us  uCM + χB × r s (32)
Finally, the model updates the body particle normal vectors
and absolute positions, according to the following kinematics
formulas: dα(rad) is the vector increment in Euler’s angles
during the current time step, and Rij is the body rotation
matrix:














⎣ 1 0 00 cos(dαx ) − sin(dαx )





























More details are available in Amicarelli et al. [30].
4.3 Fluid–body interaction terms
The fluid–body interaction terms rely on the boundary tech-
nique introduced by Adami et al. [16], as implemented and
adapted for free-slip conditions by Amicarelli et al. [30]. If
the boundary is fixed, then this method can be interpreted as
a discretization of the semi-analytic approach used to treat
fluid–boundary interactions (Sect. 4.1). The portion of the
kernel support truncated by the solid body is herein repre-
sented by all the body particles inside the kernel support of
the computational fluid particle. Further, Adami et al. [16]
introduced a new term, related to the acceleration of the flu-
id–solid interface, which influences the estimation of body
particle pressure.
The fluid–body interaction term in the momentum equa-











More details are available in Amicarelli et al. [30]. The
new formulation for the pressure of a generic body particle
under no-slip conditions is presented in Sect. 5.1.
Finally, the opposite of Eq. 34, summed all over the com-
putational particles interacting with a solid body, might be
used to provide a rougher estimation of the hydrostatic thrust
as an alternative to Eq. 30. The first approach is conser-
vative but less accurate, because it aims at completing the
SPH particle approximation of the pressure gradient term at
boundaries, reducing the SPH truncation error (included a
counterbalance of the truncation error in the inner domain).
The second approach (Eq. 30) seems more accurate for the
body dynamics equations because it is the direct assessment
of the hydrodynamic thrust where pressure on the body sur-
face is consistent with pressure in the fluid domain and with
the conditions of fluid–solid in-built motion at the interface
(Adami et al. [16]).
5 New developments for themathematical
and the numerical models: shear stress
gradient term and no-slip conditions
for fluid–body interactions
This section describes the new numerical developments
implemented into the code SPHERA [14] by RSE SpA to
describe the shear stress gradient term and no-slip condi-
tions at the interface between the liquid domain and a mobile
solid body (i.e. fluid–body interactions). The new coupling
terms are introduced in the momentum (Sect. 5.1) and the
continuity (Sect. 5.2) equations.
5.1 Fluid–body coupling terms for themomentum
equation
Modelling the shear stress gradient term in theNavier–Stokes
equation requires the introduction of an additional fluid–body
coupling term in the RHS of the momentum equation. The
discretization of this coupling term, which takes into account
the shear stress exchanged at the fluid–body interface, needs
to be coherent with the SPH particle approximation in the













where the subscript “s0” denotes a generic solid–fluid inter-














The inter-particle velocity us0 represents the field of the fluid
velocity virtually reconstructed within the portion of the ker-
nel support, which is truncated by the solid body.
The component of the inter-particle velocity, which is
normal to the interface, guarantees nomass penetration (sym-
metric conditions) at the interface:
us0  us0,n + us0,T
 [(2us − u0) · ns] ns + [(2us − u0) · t s] t s  2us − u0
(37)
Under no-slip conditions, the component of the inter-particle
velocity, which is tangential (subscript “T”) to the interface
guarantees a uniform velocity gradient around the interface
(if its position is assumed to be the average of the positions
of the interacting particles):
(38)




 2us,T − u0,T 
[(
2us − u0
) · t s] t s
where the unit vector t is tangential to the interface.
Under no-slip conditions, the difference between the inter-
particle velocity and the fluid particle velocity in Eq. (35) is
expressed as follows:





No-slip conditions also affect the formulation of the pressure
gradient coupling term. The pressure value of the generic
neighbouring surface body particle “s” in Eq. (34) depends
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on the particular computational fluid particle “0” we are con-
sidering, so thatwe can refer to the interaction subscript “s,0”.
The pressure value of the generic neighbouring surface
body particle “s” is derived as follows.
Consider a generic point at a generic fluid–body inter-
face. In case of free-slip conditions, the normal projection of
the acceleration on the fluid side (“f”) and on the solid side










∇ pf + g
)
· nw  aw · nw (40)
The “wall” acceleration at the position of a generic body
particle can then be derived by linearizing Eq. (40). This
depends on the particular computational fluid particle “0”
we are considering, so that we can refer to the interaction
subscript “s,0” where dln is a vectorial length element along





















x s − x ′0
)]
One applies a SPH interpolation over all the pressure values
estimated according to [16] to derive a unique pressure value
for a body particle. In case of no-slip conditions, Eq. (41)




































5.2 Fluid–body coupling term for the continuity
equation
Modelling the shear stress gradient term in theNavier–Stokes
equation requires the introduction of an additional fluid—
body coupling term in the RHS of the continuity equation.
The discretization of this term, which is coherent with the
definition of the inter-particle velocity under no-slip condi-
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6 Validation: uniform slider
Barkley and Tuckerman [39] defined the Reynolds’ number








As h is the gap between the upper “s,1” and the lower
“s,2” solid plates of the bearing, then the length scale in the
Reynolds’ number is half the fluid depth. According to [42],
the 1D infinitive linear slider shows a laminar regime for
Re≤290. As the current validation refers to a finite slider, a
lower value (Re  100) is used here to guarantee a laminar
regime along the 95% of the slider length (far enough from
the leading and the trailing edges of the mobile plate).
The initial fluid velocity is the average velocity of the solid
plates (uf,0  us,1/2). The reference velocity is U*  50 m/s.
A high viscosity liquid allows representing a motor oil and
makes the presence of the artificial viscosity (Sect. 4.1) irrel-
evant.
Omitting gravity is equivalent and alternative to replac-
ing pressure with the reduced pressure, which is defined as
the difference between pressure and its hydrostatic compo-
nent. Under the hypotheses of Reynolds’ equation for fluid
films, the film depth h should tend to zero (or practically be
negligible with respect to the bearing length L).
The domain length and width are Ldom  8.48×10−4 m
andWdom  4.2×10−5 m, respectively. The slider length isL
 4.24×10−4 m. The initial position of the plate barycentre
is represented by the horizontal coordinates xCM,0  0.35×
Ldom  2.968×10−4 m, yCM,0  Wdom/2  2.1×10−5 m.
The dynamic viscosity isμ 319×10−3 Pa s, representative
of the motor oil “SAE 40” at ambient conditions; the oil
density is ρ  900 kg/m3; the oil depth is h  0.021 mm.
The upstream and downstream fluid frontiers are represented
by open boundaries. Monitors are located along the domain
centreline (y  Wdom/2).
The spatial resolution is defined by dx  2.1×10−6m,
hSPH/dx 1.3 and dx/dxs  2. Since the spatial discretization
of the numerical pressure profile is uniform, the numerical
non-dimensional load-bearing capacity is estimated as the
















where N represents the number of surface body particles
along the centreline of the mobile plate bottom.
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Fig. 2 Uniform slider. SPH
particles are coloured depending
on the x-component of the
normalized velocity (top and
bottom panels) or the pressure
coefficient (centre panel). SPH
solid particles are black in the
first two panels. The particle
representation is obtained with
Paraview (Kitware), the
software used for graphics.
Particles are represented as
cubes. Some of them can be
clearly distinguished at the
trailing edge. The reference time
scale h0/(2U*), defined in
(Eq. 13), is t  2.1e−007 s
Fig. 3 Validations for the uniform slider: pressure coefficient longitudinal profile (comparison with measures—left panel—; proof of vertical
homogeneity—centre) and vertical profiles of the x-component of the normalized velocity
The stationary regime for this uniform slider is obtained
at ca. tf  2.4×10−6 s, and a laminar regime is detected in
the fluid volume within the bearing. At this time, turbulence
only affects the leading and the trailing edge regions. For fur-
ther times, turbulence might progressively interest a bigger
fluid volume within the plates due to the propagation of the
fluid–structure interactions at the plate edges.
Results are reported in terms of non-dimensional quanti-
ties. Figure 2 (top panel) shows a lateral view of the 3D field
of the x-component of the normalized velocity. No-slip con-
ditions are well reproduced both along the fixed frontier and
along the plate bottom. The homogeneity along the x-axis is
perturbed around both the leading and the trailing edges of
themoving plate. Figure 2 (centre panel) shows a lateral view
of the 3Dfield of the pressure coefficient. One notices that the
presence of a leading and a trailing edge is not coherent with
imposing null pressure values at the inlet and outlet section
of a linear slider under stationary regime: the leading/trailing
edge is locally featured by an over/under-pressure region. In
particular, in the presence of a free surface flow, the liquid
lifts up at the leading edge and the upstream liquid is slower
than the fluid film below the plate. The simulation shows
Table 1 Non-dimensional load capacity: SPH estimations, analytical
solutions and relative errors for the uniform slider and the linear slider
Bearing type LC (SPH) LC (analytical) Relative error (%)
Uniform slider 0.445 0.452 1.74
Linear slider 2.77 2.69 2.97
a local turbulent regime at the plate edges and highlights a
drawback of Reynolds’ equation for fluid films at both the
inlet and outlet sections of the slider. Figure 2 (bottom panel)
shows a 3D view of the field of the x-component of the nor-
malized velocity. Although the configuration of this uniform
slider is 2D, the model is able to represent an equivalent 3D
configuration, with a proper representation of the fluid vol-
ume, the solid volume, the fixed bottom and the symmetry
planes. This feature is relevant for its applicability to complex
topological configurations, see Sect. 8.
Figure 3 (left and centre panel) reports the code validations
for the uniform slider on the pressure coefficient longitudinal
profile. Four numerical plots are reported: the reference one is
monitored along the surface body particles representing the
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Fig. 4 Linear slider. 3D fields.
SPH particles coloured
depending on the x-component
of the normalized velocity (top
and bottom panels) or the
pressure coefficient (centre
panel). SPH solid particles are
black in first two panels
fluid–body interface. The other plots are monitored within
the fluid domain at different non-dimensional heights (Z 
z/h):Z1  1,Z2  0.5,Z3  0. Results are plotted far from the
slider edges so that the effective slider length is Leff  0.95L.
The SPH code can closely reproduce the linear Cp longitu-
dinal profile of the analytical solution (Sect. 3). Close to the
plate leading edge, where some minor differences appear,
the hypotheses of Reynolds’ equations for fluid films are
not fully respected, as also observed by Vakilian et al. [3]
and Dobrica and Fillon [2]. Contrarily to the analytical solu-
tion, the code can simulate the z-dependent pressure field,
the velocity vertical component and the inertial effects due
to the fluid–structure interactions at the leading and the trail-
ing edges. Further, the inter-comparisons between the SPH
profiles at different heights show the accuracy of the code in
reproducing the uniformity of the pressure field along z-axis,
far enough from the plate edges (Fig. 3, centre panel).
Figure 3 (right panel) reports the code validations for the
uniform slider on the vertical profiles of the x-component of
the normalized velocity. The numerical probes are located at
X1  0.26, X2  0.5 and X3  0.74, where X is the non-
dimensional distance from the trailing edge (x–x0)/L. The
agreement between the numerical model and the analytical
solution is very good.Theboundary treatment related tomov-
ing solid bodies (Sect. 4.3, domain top) seems more accurate
than themethod related tofixedboundaries (Sect. 4.1, domain
bottom).
Table 1 (second row) reports the estimation (LC,SPH 
0.445) for the non-dimensional load capacity and its analyt-
ical solution (LC,an  0.452). The SPH relative error on this
quantity is 1.74%.
7 Validation: linear slider
Figure 4 shows an example of the velocity field for the linear
slider under dynamic stationary conditions for both the fluid
and the solid sub-domains. The fluid depth shows a uniform
rate of change for the water depth along x-axis. The velocity
gradient grows with the distance from the leading edge.
With respect to the uniform slider discussed in Sect. 6,
the following input data have to be modified to simulate a
linear slider. The maximum and minimum values of the fluid
depth are hmax  2.10×10−5 m and h0  1.68×10−5 m,
respectively (k  hmax/h0 − 1  0.25, with a slope angle of
0.568°, which is relevant as h <<L). The height of the plate
barycentre is lowered of the quantity kh0/2  2.1×10−6 m
during the rotation of the plate around the bottom side of the
leading edge: this occurs during the first 5% of the simulated
time, while the plate is translating along x-axis. Stationary
conditions are dynamically achieved at tf  6.0×10−6s (T f
 17.9).
The following features (see Fig. 4where an example of the
velocity field for the linear slider under stationary conditions
achieved at the end of the dynamic simulations is shown, for
both the fluid and the solid sub-domains) are analogous to
the uniform slider: no-slip conditions are well reproduced at
both the fixed frontier and the plate bottom; the homogeneity
of the pressure field along the x-axis is perturbed only close
to the leading and the trailing edges of the mobile plate; the
model is able to represent an equivalent 3D configuration of
the 2D analytical slider.
Figure 5 (left panel) reports the code validation on the
linear slider bearing in terms of pressure coefficient (Cp) lon-
gitudinal profile. Profiles are plotted far from the slider edges
so that the effective slider length is Leff  0.95L. The SPH
profile fairlymatches the herein analytically derived solution.
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Fig. 5 Validations for the linear slider: pressure coefficient longitudinal profile. Comparison with measures (left panel) and proof of vertical
homogeneity (right panel)
Fig. 6 Validations for the linear slider: vertical profiles of the x-component of the non-dimensional velocity
Themaximum value of the pressure coefficient is higher than
unity because an external force continuously applies to the
fluid domain. Figure 5 (right panel) demonstrates a good rep-
resentation of the vertical homogeneity of the pressure field,
by means of comparison between the probes within the fluid
domain at different non-dimensional heights Z1  1, Z2 
0.5 and Z3  0.
Figure 6 shows the code validations on the linear slider
bearing in terms of velocity vertical profiles. The numeri-
cal SPH profiles fairly agree with the nonlinear analytical
solutions at the three monitoring probes X1  0.39, X2 
0.64 and X3  0.88. Contrarily to the uniform slider, the
vertical profile of the horizontal velocity is quadratic in z
and depends on x. The SPH code is able to represent an
upward concavity (towards the leading edge, X  X3, right
panel) and a downward concavity towards the trailing edge
(X  X1, left panel). Analogously to the uniform slider, the
boundary treatment for the solid bodies (top region of the pro-
files) seems slightly more accurate than the semi-analytical
approach (bottom region of the profiles).
Nonetheless, the plots of Fig. 6 show an almost linear
behaviour. This indicates that the shear stress gradient terms
in the momentum equations (depending on the molecular
viscosity) are almost negligible. At the same time, viscosity
(artificial and/or molecular) plays a relevant role in establish-
ing no-slip and stationary conditions. The initial conditions
of this test case assign the fluid an intermediate velocity with
respect to the plates. More importantly, the focus of this
study is assessing the performance of a 3D SPH code on
slider bearings for hydrodynamic lubrication, with no partic-
ular emphasis on the role of molecular viscosity. In case of
higher viscosity values, high-order correction methods (e.g.
[43, 44]) might be necessary.
Table 1 (second row) reports the SPH estimation (LC,SPH
 2.77) for the non-dimensional load capacity and its analyt-
ical solution (LC,an  2.69), with a relative error of the code
equal to 2.97%.
8 Applicability of the computational
framework to complex rough surfaces
The linear slider bearing of Sect. 7 is herein modified by
imposing a complex 3D surface as the bottom fixed frontier,
to demonstrate the versatility of the approach to take into
account complex rough surfaces as input data. Its shape is
taken from a real natural geometry of a strawberry leaf that
was acquired using the Leica DCM3D confocal profilometer
in theMUSAM-Lab of the IMTSchool forAdvanced Studies
Lucca. The spatial resolution needs be finer than the previous
test cases due to roughness, with dx  1.66×10−6m.
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Fig. 7 Linear slider on a 3D
complex surface. Example of a
3D field of the non-dimensional
velocity (3D view)
Figure 7 shows an example of the velocity field and
highlights the capabilities of the code in simulating com-
plex fluid–structure interactions in the field of hydrodynamic
lubrication.Anegligibleminority of SPHfluid particles cross
the bottom solid surface during the first stages of the simu-
lation because the particle onset (initial conditions) is not
optimized; these particles remain in the numerical domain,
but do not affect the numerical results under stationary con-
ditions. Further investigation on the effect of roughness on
the velocity and pressure fields using 3D complex surfaces is
left for further investigation in a dedicated follow-up article
[45].
9 Conclusions
SPHERA has been herein improved to deal with 3D “fluid—
solid mobile body” interactions under no-slip conditions and
laminar regimes. The code has been validated in relation to
analytical solutions for uniform and linear slider bearings,
herein generalized for any Dirichlet’s boundary condition.
With respect to the state of the art (i.e. 2D codes based
on Reynolds’ simplified equation for fluid films), SPHERA
showed the following features and competitive advantages:
(1) 3D complete formulation of the Navier–Stokes equations
for incompressible fluids with uniform viscosity, without the
need of making simplified assumptions on the fluid flow as in
Reynolds’ simplified models for fluid films; (2) validations
on both local and global quantities (pressure and velocity pro-
files; load capacity); (3) possibility to simulate hydrodynamic
lubrication in the presence of complex 3D rough topologies,
where semi-analytical solutions are not available. This study
also showed the advantages of using aCFD-SPH code in sim-
ulating the inertia and 3D effects close to the slider edges.
All of these features do not belong to the codes for hydro-
dynamic lubrication based on Reynolds’ equation for fluid
films.
This study allowed SPHERA to deal with hydrodynamic
lubrication and improved the code for other application fields
with fluid–structure interactions (e.g. transport of solid bod-
ies by floods and earth landslides; rock landslides). SPHERA
is developed and distributed on a GitHub public reposi-
tory. The code might be enhanced in the future to deal with
deformable bodies and hydro-elasticity, following recent for-
mulations such as those of the moving particle semi-implicit
(MPS)model ofKhayyer et al. [46] for the fluid–elastic struc-
ture interactions in the fields of Ocean Engineering.
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